Copper Series

Specifications

HOUSING:
- 2128, 2129, 2130, 2131, 2132, 2133 - spun solid copper shade with a precision CNC-machined, Turn-to-Lock solid brass lamp base for easy tool-free lamp access.
- 2138 - heavy-gauge, extruded, solid copper pipe with ½” NPT.

STEM:
- 2128, 2129, 2130, 2131, 2132, 2133 - ½” heavy-gauge, extruded, solid copper pipe with ½” NPT.

FINISH: Brushed natural copper and brass. (Brushed copper will rapidly age to an elegant rich bronzelike color and may develop areas of patina over time.)

SOCKET/LAMP HOLDER:
- 2128, 2129, 2130, 2131, 2132, 2133 - top grade ceramic socket with nickel contacts, stainless steel springs, and Teflon-jacketed wire leads.
- 2138 - ½” H11033 heavy-gauge, extruded, solid copper pipe with ½” H11033 NPT. Fixture may be mounted into threaded hubs in junction boxes, ground stakes, or floor mounting canopies. Please see fixture ordering information for mounting selection. (For optional mounting accessories see pages 134–135.)

LAMP TYPE:
- 2128, 2129, 2130, 2131, 2132, 2133 - clear, machined, fiber-optic quality, acrylic lens, fitted to the housing with a silicone gasket to provide a superior weather-tight seal.
- 2138 - Natural Copper and Brass:
  - Type 3 Luxeon High Output LED with Vista exclusive smart-driver, powered to operate for 50,000 hours.
  - Integral high-efficiency optics available in spot through flood beam spreads.
  - Input voltage range 6–15V AC, regulated to achieve uniform illumination throughout the cable run of fixtures. Integral surge and reverse polarity protection.

PHOTOMETRICS: For photometric data, see pages 149 and 157.

MOUNTING:
- 2128, 2129, 2130, 2131, 2132, 2133 - Bottom of stem threaded with ½” NPT. Fixture may be mounted into threaded hubs in junction boxes, ground stakes, or floor mounting canopies. Please see fixture ordering information for mounting selection. (For optional mounting accessories see pages 134–135.)
- 2138 - PVC- or ABS-ground-base non-corroding 4½” ground stake included.

FASTENERS/INSERTS: All fasteners are stainless steel.

WARNING: All fixtures are prewired with a three-foot pigtail of 18-2 direct-burial cable and underground connectors for a secure connection to the supply cable.

LAMP SPECIFICATIONS

LED: Type 3 Luxeon High Output LED with Vista exclusive smart-driver, powered to operate for 50,000 hours.

OPTICS: Integral high-efficiency optics available in spot through flood beam spreads.

ELECTRICAL: Input voltage range 6-15V AC, regulated to achieve uniform illumination throughout the cable run of fixtures. Integral surge and reverse polarity protection.

Check throughout this catalog for the LED available logo, designating products that can be ordered with LED lamp assemblies.

PHOTOMETRICS:

TO ORDER FIXTURE:

Select appropriate choice from each column as in the following example:

EXAMPLE: PR-2134-CSN-10 T3

Note: Optional custom length stems available — consult local distributor.

Fixtures shipped with standard lamp, unless otherwise specified. Fixtures shipped with specified mounting hardware.